
 

 

LT Dispatch logistic: Switzerland and Lichtenstein 
You pay for your order by LT a maximum CHF 19.90 per day for costs for the dispatch and packing 
independent from the number of packages and their weight. Exceptions are only Cargo deliveries.  

Orders which reach us before 5 p.m., you will receive the next day by 9 a.m. at the latest. LT takes 
care of the delivery of your article and ensures that you receive your goods under the best 
possible conditions. In Switzerland we work exclusively with the Swiss Post and the transport 
company Planzer. 

 
Letter post – A-Post Plus 

§ The Letter service A-Post Plus is available for all LT customers.  
§ Shipments being sent using A-Post Plus have the following dimensions: 

- Weight: max. 1 kg 
- Letter size: max. C4 
- Letter thickness: max. 2 cm 

§ Delivery: On the next day including Saturday, except holidays 
 

Packet post – PostPac Priority 

§ The Packet service PostPac Priority is available for all LT customers. 
§ Shipments being sent using PostPac Priority must have the following dimensions: 

- Weight: max. 30 kg 
- Size: max. 60 x 60 x 100 cm 
- Glass objects of any kind can not be sent using PostPac Priority. 

§ Delivery: On the next day before 9 a.m. 
- Shipments which leave LT on a Friday or the day before a holiday will not reach the 

customer the next day (Saturday or a holiday), but are delivered on the next following 
work day. 

 

Packet post – Swiss-Express “Innight” 

§ Swiss-Express “Innight” is available for all LT customers who have a lockable packet reception 
station and are registered by the Swiss Postal Service as Innight-Recipients. 
- Do you not yet have an “Innight”-Reception station? Please get in touch with us.  

We will be pleased to help you with the registration. 
§ Shipments being sent using Swiss-Express “Innight” have the following characteristics: 

- Weight: max. 300 kg 
- Size: max. 100 x 100 x 300 cm 

§ Delivery: On the following day, including Saturdays and holidays 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Packet post – Swiss-Express «Mond» 

§ Swiss-Express “Moon” is available for all LT customers. 
§ Shipments being sent using Swiss-Express “Mond” have the following characteristics: 

- Weight: max. 30 kg 
- Size: max. 60 x 60 x 100 cm 

§ Delivery: On the following day including Saturdays, excluding holidays.  
 

Bulky items post – Post Bulky goods 
§ Post Bulky goods is available for all LT customers. 
§ Shipments being sent using Post Sperrgut have the following characteristics: 

- Weight: max. 30 kg 
- Size: Longest side with maximum 250 cm length 

§ Delivery: On the following day excluding Saturdays and holidays.  
 

Bulky items dispatch – Cargo 

§ Cargo is available for all LT customers. 
§ Delivery: On the following day for orders received before 12 hours midday, excluding  

Saturdays and holidays  

 



 

 

Overview of LT dispatch options and dispatch costs 

Shipment type Size Weight Costs 

Letter post max. 2 cm dick up to 1 kg CHF   5.00 

PostPac Priority 60 x 60 x 100  up to 5 kg CHF   9.90 

PostPac Priority 60 x 60 x 100 from 5 up to 30 kg CHF 19.90 

Swiss-Express 
«Innight» 

100 x 100 x 300 up to 300 kg CHF 19.90 

Swiss-Express 
«Mond» 

60 x 60 x 100 up to 30 kg CHF 19.90 

Post Bulky goods 60 x 60 x 250 up to 30 kg CHF 19.90 

Cargo –––––– –––––– according to 
requirements 

 

§ LT charges per day a maximum of CHF 19.90 for dispatch and packing costs 
- Exceptions are Cargo shipments. These are calculated according to requirements. 

§ LT garantees that orders which arrive on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday before 5 p.m. 
will be delivered the next day. If this is not the case, we bear the dispatch charges. 
- Swiss-Express “Innight” Monday to Friday 
- Exceptions are Cargo shipments. 

§ The customer determines whether he wishes the delivery on the next day and/or before 7 a.m.  
or 9 a.m. the following morning. LT selects the corresponding type of delivery. 
- Exceptions are Cargo shipments. 

§ Residual and Garantee dispatches are sent by LT free of charge. 
§ Should any of the conditions or parts of the LT Dispatch Logistic be proven irrelevant or unrealistic, 

then this does not affect the validity of the rest of the LT Dispatch Logistic. 
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